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The information is required by (for)  the Canadian Food Inspection Agency for the purpose of administering the Animal Health Inspection Act. Information may be accessible or protected as required under the provisions of the Access to Information Act. 
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CANADIAN ANIMAL, SEMEN, EMBRYOS OR PRODUCTS/BY- 
PRODUCTS RETURNING - RETURN APPLICATION FORM
TERRESTRIAL ANIMAL HEALTH DIVISION (TAHD)
Canadian Animals or Goods Returning
Number of Animals or of Packaged Units
Number of Animals or of Packaged Units
Request to Return (amount total or partial)
Request to Return (amount total or partial)
Reason for request to return Choose A, B, C or D
Reason for Request to Return
Note - An Animal Health import permit may be required. Fill out the import permit application which can be found at the website here: 
                                             
 
Note - An Animal Health import permit may be required. Fill out the import permit application which can be found at the website here: 					
Animal, Semen, Embryo or Product complies with all provisions of Health of Animal Act and Regulations, and any other pertinent Canadian Legislation
Once this questionnaire and permit application are complete, contact CFIA Area office for further instructions.
Once this questionnaire and permit application are complete, contact CFIA Area office for further instructions.
Attached is/are the following document(s).
Attached is/are the following document(s).
Importing Company (owner of returned product) Representative
Note this declaration must be completed by the CCA (Central Competent Authority - Agriculture, Fisheries, or Customs) or, alternatively, it may be replaced by official CCA letterhead letter which contains the following information:
Note this declaration must be completed by the CCA (Central Competent Authority - Agriculture, Fisheries, or Customs) or, alternatively, it may be replaced by official CCA letterhead letter which contains the following information:
Part 1.  (Select and complete applicable section(s) using the checkboxes)
Part 2. -  1. (Choose a or b, Select and complete applicable section using radio button) 
Part 2. - 1 Choose A (product not unloaded) or B (product unloaded)
for return to Canada.
CCA Stamp
CCA Stamp
AUTHORIZATION OR REFUSAL BY CFIA TAHD HQ OR DELEGATED CFIA VETERINARIAN
AUTHORIZATION OR REFUSAL BY CFIA TAHD HQ OR DELEGATED CFIA VETERINARIAN
SECTIONS B and C ARE RESERVED FOR CFIA USE ONLY
SECTIONS B and C ARE RESERVED FOR CFIA USE ONLY
B. Product may/may not be returned to Canada under the following conditions:
B. Product may/may not be returned to Canada under the following conditions:
C. Shipment will be presented for inspection to Canadian facility (if applicable) upon arrival in Canada
C. Shipment will be presented for inspection to Canadian facility (if applicable) upon arrival in Canada
CFIA Permission granted or refused with the Terrestrial Animal Health Division (TAHD)
CFIA Permission granted or refused with the Terrestrial Animal Health Division (TAHD)
CFIA Permission granted or refused with the Meat Programs Division
CFIA Permission granted or refused with the Meat Programs Division
Connie Rajzman
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